
CONTEXT RESEARCH 

In order to find out what mobile learning component would be benefit the Great Idea project best Butterfly 
Works started her work with some research. Part of the research phase of the project was doing context 
research. In this phase we indentified the set of social, historical, political, cultural and ethnical influences 
of the project. We did not searched for an ultimate outline of the context, we explored the issues and details 
that surround the project.

Butterfly Works has organized a pressure cooker workshop with four Afghan students studying in the Neth-
erlands to learn more about the Afghanistan culture and local context in short time.

Setting the scene
To learn some basics about Afghanistan we asked the students for their input on: languages, studies, sports, 
politics, music and films. Here you find some of our the information which we learnt from them:

Language: In Kabul and Parwan, everyone speaks Dari.

Popular studies: Medicine, law, economic, engineering.

Popular sports: Taekwando( world champion Nasar Ahmad Bahawi), cricket, football, chess

National sport: Buzkasi (polo like, buth with a calf instead of a ball

Political involvement: Young people do not like politics

Famous singer: Farhad Darya

Idol: Tulsi, the star from an Indian Soap opera, she is so popular that people are selling everything with 

her name before it (tulsi-water, tulsi phone etc.)

This is a link which shows more about the soap star Tulsi.
http://ibnlive.in.com/news/tulsi-the-most-popular-bahu-of-afghanistan/60685-8.html
This is a Dutch documentary about the popularity of Indian soaps in Afghanistan. The interviewer talks with a 
Mullah who is against watching soaps and an Afghan family who love watching soaps.
http://www.metropolistv.nl/nl/themas/prime-time/prime-time-in-kaboel-indiase-soap-vs-afghaanse-mullah



Teachers
As the teachers play a key role in the Great Idea project we discussed the role of the teachers in the Afghan 
educational system with the students from Kabul. These are the outcomes of our conversation:

In Kabul there are some teachers who are famous. They have a private course where parents can sent their 
children for a course to score better on their entrance test (310 questions) for university:
The course costs around 1000 Afg. The courses take place in the summer and take around 3-4 months. 
Parents from lower middle class and up sent their children to these courses. But not the upper class, 
because their children go to private school and therefore generally score good in the entrance test.

The famous teachers are:
1. Mohammad Azim Khamosh, Tolo course, Macroryan
2. Qais, teacher of Tolo- e-Naween course center, Macroryan
3. Nazar Zalmi, Tymani, Kabul

In Kabul there are quite a lot of good teachers, it is harder to get a job. Yoiu would have need to have fin-
ished at least the 12th grade. But in the more rural regions there is a lack of teachers and you can become a 
teacher after 9th grade (17 years).

In Kabul there are also quite a lot of female teachers and they are the ones who teach the girls. Only in areas 
where there’s a lack of (female) teachers, the men teach the girls.

The classes have quite a lot of students. Teachers need extra aids. The MoE is not really focused on the qual-
ity of the teachers ( on their education as a teacher).

Being a teacher is a respectable job.

MEDIA
Internet
We talked about the different media used in Afghanistan. It is clear that internet is not a widely used medium. 
An internet connection costs around 2000 Afg. per month, which amounts to 35 euro.

TV
TV is the most popular media in Afghanistan. People watch a lot of TV. 

Saba TV is not a popular TV-station. It is good to use for teachers in a classroom, but it is very small. If you 
want to reach a broader audience for an awareness- program on sending children (girls) to school, it would 
be best to work with a bigger TV-station.  The best known is TOLO TV. Another big station is : Aryana.

Some popular TV programs:
- Bollywood soap-opera’s and films;
- Who wants to be a millionaire (Afghan version);
- Afghanistars (for Dutch people: this is the Afghan version of Idols)



Mobile
A lot of people have mobile phones. Although it is very depending on the region and class, children generally 
get a mobile phone from the age of 15. 
Generally speaking people do not have internet on their phone. 

Txt’ing: 
Some mobile phones have Arabic letters on the keys – then you can txt in Dahri and Pasto. Because the 
letters are the same, only you miss two letters (extra in persian). 
Some mobile phones do not have the Arabic letters on the keys, but they can receive messages in Arabic 
letters.When you only have Roman lettres, you can send an SMS in Dahri, you just write phonetic.


